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1. IDENTIFICATION DATA 

In compliance with the duty of providing information included in Law 34/2002, of July 11, from the 

Spanish Services of the Information Society and Electronic Commerce (LSSI-CE), the general 

information data on this website is provided below (incl. regarding its application): 

The company owning the web domain (www.coworkbees.com) is COWORKBEES, S.L. (hereinafter 

“CoworkBees”), established for this purpose at Plaza de la Prosperidad, 3, 28002 Madrid, registered 

company C.I.F. no B87988739 at the Registro Mercantil de Madrid en el Tomo 36.796, Folio 1, 

Sección 8, Hoja M-658968. 

CoworkBees is responsible for the processing of the personal data collected and can be contacted via 

the following email: contact@coworkbees.com. 

2. PURPOSE 

The purpose of these Terms and Conditions of Use (hereinafter “T&C”) it is to regulate the access and 

use of the Website. For the purposes of these T&C, the Website will be understood as: the external 

appearance and all the integrated elements of the screen interfaces, both aesthetically and 

dynamically (navigation trees and their application - hereinafter “App” -) and all the Services or 

online resources that may be offered to the Users. 

CoworkBees reserves the right to unilaterally modify at any time the presentation and configuration 

of the Website and of the Contents and Services that may be incorporated.  The User acknowledges 

and accepts that CoworkBees may interrupt, deactivate and / or cancel any of these elements or 

access them at any time. 

The access of the Website by the User is freely available and, as a general rule, free of charge without 

the User having to provide any compensation to be able to access it, except for the connection cost 

through the telecommunications network provided by the access provider that the User had 

contracted or chosen. The use of some Contents and / or Services of the Website may be made by 

subscription, prior registration or contracted by the User. 

3. USERS 

The access and / or use of the Website CoworkBees attributes the status of User and implies full 

acceptance by the User of all the T&C stated here. The aforementioned T&C will be applicable 

regardless of the General Terms and Conditions of Contract, which have to be complied with, where 

applicable.  

The access, navigation and use of the Website, as well as the spaces allowing interactions between 

the Users or between the User and CoworkBees, such as comments, messages, blog and forum, 

confer the status of User, for which they accept , starting from the beginning of the navigation on the 

Website, all the T&C established here, as well as its subsequent modifications, notwithstanding the 

application of the corresponding rules of obligatory legal compliance according to the case. Given the 

significance of the above, the User is recommended to read them each time he visits the Website. 

mailto:contact@coworkbees.com
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Any use of the Website implies acceptance without reservation or restrictions of these T&C by the 

User. In addition, when registering using the form on the Website, the User must accept these T&C 

as well as the Privacy Policy. This acceptance is effective when the User marks the box that precedes 

the mention "I have read and accept the Privacy Policy and the Terms and Conditions of Use" 

providing the direct links to those documents. By using the App, the User acknowledges that he has 

obtained from CoworkBees all the necessary information about the Services and adheres, without 

reservation, to the T&C. 

As a consequence of the above, the User must periodically review if there are changes in these T&C 

and, whether there is express consent or not, if the User continues to use the Service after 

publication, this implies their acceptance and approbation. In case he does not agree with the 

updates of the T&C or the Privacy Policy, he may renounce by stopping using the Website. 

In case of non-acceptance of the T&C stipulated here, the User renounces access the Contents and 

Services offered by the Website. 

The User declares to be of legal age and have sufficient legal capacity to be bound by these T&C. 

Therefore, the CoworkBees Website is not intended for minors. CoworkBees declines any 

responsibility in case on non-compliance to this requirement. 

The Website is governed by Spanish Law. CoworkBees does not ensure that the Website complies 

with the laws of other countries, either totally or partially. If the User resides or has his domicile in 

another place and decides to access and / or navigate on the Website, he will do so at his own risk, 

ensuring that such access and navigation complies with the applicable local legislation, CoworkBees 

not assuming responsibility that may derive from said access. 

4. USE OF THE WEBSITE 

CoworkBees, through the Website, provides a great diversity of information, Contents, Services, 

programs and data belonging to CoworkBees or its licensors to which the User may have access. The 

User assumes his responsibility to make proper use of the Website. 

This responsibility extends to: 

- A use of the information, Contents and / or Services and data offered by CoworkBees 

without being contrary to the provisions of these T&C, the Law, morality or public order, or 

in any other way that may involve infringement of the rights of third parties or affecting the 

actual operation of the Website; 

- The registration that was necessary to access some Services or Contents. The veracity and 

legality of the information provided by the User in the forms made available by CoworkBees 

to access certain Content and / or Services offered by the Website. As a result of this 

registration, the User can be provided with a password for which he will be responsible, 

committing himself to make diligent and confidential use of it. The User commits to make 

appropriate use of the Contents and Services (such as but not limited to, messaging services, 

discussion forums or newsgroups) that CoworkBees offers through its Website and including 

but not limited to, not to use them to (i) engage in illegal, illegal or contrary to good faith and 

public order activities; (ii) disseminate content or propaganda of a racist, xenophobic, 

pornographic-illegal nature, of advocacy of terrorism or attempt against human rights; (iii) 

cause damage to the physical and logical systems of CoworkBees, of its suppliers or third 
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parties, introduce or spread computer viruses or any other physical or logical systems that 

are likely to cause the aforementioned damages; (iv) try to access and, in that case, use the 

email accounts of other users and modify or manipulate their messages; 

- In any case, the User will immediately notify CoworkBees about any event that allows the 

misuse of the information recorded in such forms, such as, but not only, theft, loss, or 

unauthorized access to identifiers and / or passwords, in order to proceed with their 

immediate cancellation. 

CoworkBees. reserves the right to withdraw any comments and contributions that which infringe 

respect for personal dignity, that are discriminatory, xenophobic, racist, pornographic, spamming, 

that threaten youth or childhood, order or public safety or that, in his opinion, would not be suitable 

for publication. In any case, CoworkBees will not be responsible for the opinions expressed by Users 

through comments, messaging, forums, chats, or other participation tools that may exist. 

5. ACCESS TO THE WEBSITE, DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY AND LIABILITY   

Access to the Website is normally 24 hours, 7 days a week. CoworkBees will do everything possible 

for the proper functioning of the Website. However, CoworkBees does not guarantee the continuity, 

availability and usefulness of its Website, or the Contents or Services, or that they are compatible 

with a particular hardware or configuration; in particular, that access to this Website will not be 

interrupted, or that it will not be available in case of force majeure. 

CoworkBees is not responsible for or guarantees that the Content or Software that the User can 

access through this Website is free from error or causes damage to the User's computer system 

(software and hardware). In no case, CoworkBees will be liable for losses, damages or prejudices of 

any kind arising from access, navigation and use of the Website, including, but not limited to, those 

caused to computer systems or those caused by the introduction of a virus. 

In addition, CoworkBees reserves the right, without prior notice or compensation, to close access 

temporarily or permanently or restrict access to one or more functionalities, in particular in order to 

perform updates, maintenance operations, modifications or changes in operating methods, servers 

and hours of accessibility, without this list being exhaustive. 

CoworkBees is also not responsible for any damages that may be caused to Users due to improper 

use of this Website. In particular, it is not responsible in any way for the falls, interruptions, lack or 

defect of telecommunications that could occur.  

The sources of the information published on the Website are considered reliable, but the Website 

does not guarantee that it is free from defects, errors or omissions. 

The information provided is indicative and of general nature without any contractual value. Despite 

periodic updates, the Website is not responsible for the modifications of administrative and legal 

provisions that occur after publication. Similarly, the Website cannot be held responsible for the use 

and interpretation of the information contained in this site. 

The User is responsible for the use made of the information made available on the Website. 

CoworkBees is not responsible for the decisions taken based on the information provided through 

the Website or for the damages caused to the User or third parties due to actions that have as sole 

basis the information obtained on the Website. 
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CoworkBees does not guarantee that Users use the Contents and / or Services thereof in accordance 

with the law, morality, public order, or these T&C and, where appropriate, the Particular Conditions. 

Likewise, it does not guarantee the veracity and accuracy, completeness and / or authenticity of the 

data provided by the Users. 

CoworkBees will not be liable, indirectly or collaterally, for damages of any kind arising from the use 

of the Services and Contents of the Website by Users or that may arise from the lack of veracity, 

accuracy and / or authenticity of the data or information provided by the Users, or the 

impersonation of the identity of a third party made by a User in any kind of action through the 

Website. Therefore, the use of the Website does not imply the obligation on the part of CoworkBees 

to verify the veracity, accuracy, adequacy, suitability, completeness and timeliness of the information 

provided through its website. 

More generally, unless there is a factual proven error on its part, CoworkBees is not responsible for 

any type of damage (including loss of benefits or opportunities) that may result from the use of the 

web or app, as in particular, data loss, intrusion, virus, or suspension of service. 

6. DATA COLLECTION 

The Website ensures that the collection and treatment of the User’s personal information respect his 

privacy in accordance with our Privacy Policy). 

This privacy policy is established in accordance with the applicable legislation on the protection of 

personal information, Regulation 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 

2016 and Spanish Law 3/2018, of December 5th, regarding the Protection of Personal Data and 

guarantee of digital rights. 

The User has a right of access, rectification, deletion and opposition of his personal data. The User 

exercises this right by email to the email address contact@coworkbees.com (see Privacy Policy).  

7. COOKIES POLICY 

Access to this Website may involve the use of cookies. Cookies are small amounts of information that 

are stored in the browser used by each User - on the different devices that he can use to navigate - 

so that the server remembers certain information that only the server that implemented it will read 

later. Cookies facilitate navigation, make it more friendly, and do not damage the navigation device. 

The information collected through cookies may include date and time of visits to the Website, the 

pages viewed, the time that the user has been on the Website and the sites visited just before and 

after it. However, no cookie allows the User to be contacted with their phone number or any other 

means of personal contact. No cookie can extract information from the User's hard disk or steal 

personal information. The only reason that the User's private information is part of the Cookie file is 

for the User to personally give this information to the server. 

Cookies that identify a person are considered Personal Data. Therefore, the Privacy Policy available 

on the Website will apply to them. 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/163815_5d9858a4348742688667872f04db685c.pdf
mailto:contact@coworkbees.com
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/163815_5d9858a4348742688667872f04db685c.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/163815_5d9858a4348742688667872f04db685c.pdf
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The User can disable, reject and delete cookies - totally or partially - installed on his device through 

the configuration of his browser. In this respect, the procedures for rejecting and deleting cookies 

may differ from one browser to another. Consequently, the User must follow the instructions 

provided by the browser that he is using. In the event that the User rejects the use of cookies - in 

whole or in part -he may continue using the Website, although he may have limited use of some of 

its services. 

8. RECEIVING NOTIFICATIONS AND NEWSLETTERS 

By accepting the T&C, the User agrees to receive messages from the other users and from the 

administrator of the Website.  

The User has the possibility to choose, in the settings of his profile, to not receive notifications by 

email as well as newsletters from CoworkBees. 

9. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

CoworkBees is a registered trademark. CoworkBees itself or as cessionary, is the owner of all 

intellectual and industrial property rights of its Website, as well as the elements contained therein 

(by way of example, images, sound, audio, video, software or texts; trademarks or logos, colour 

combinations, structure and design, selection of materials used, computer programs necessary for its 

operation, access and use, etc.), owned by CoworkBees or its licensors. Therefore, they are protected 

as intellectual property by the Spanish law, and both the Spanish and Community regulations are 

applicable in this field, as well as the international treaties related to the subject and signed by Spain. 

All rights reserved. By virtue of the provisions of articles 8 and 32.1, second paragraph, of the Law on 

Intellectual Property, the reproduction, distribution and public communication, including its method 

of making it available, of all or part of the Contents of this website, for commercial purposes, on any 

support and by any technical means, are expressly prohibited without the consent of CoworkBees. 

The User undertakes to respect the rights of Intellectual and Industrial Property owned by 

CoworkBees. He can view the elements of the Website and even print, copy and store them on his 

computer's hard drive or on any other physical media, provided it is, solely and exclusively, for his 

own personal and private use. The User must refrain from deleting, altering, evading or manipulating 

any protection device or security system that was installed on the pages of the Website. 

10.  LINKS 

Links (hyperlinks, hyperlinks, banners, buttons, directories, search engines, ...) may be present on the 

website allowing Users to access websites belonging to and / or managed by third parties.  

The installation of these links is intended to facilitate the User’s search and access to information 

available on the Internet, without it being considered a suggestion, recommendation or invitation to 

visit them.  

The User is informed that by clicking on these links, he will leave the CoworkBees. The latter has no 

control over the web pages on which these links end and cannot, under any circumstances, be 
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responsible for their content. In no case will CoworkBees assume any responsibility for the contents 

of any link belonging to a third-party website, nor will it guarantee the technical availability, quality, 

reliability, accuracy, breadth, veracity, validity and constitutionality of any material or information 

contained in any of these hyperlinks or other Internet sites. Likewise, the inclusion of these external 

connections will not imply any type of association, merger or participation with the connected 

entities. Moreover, it does not guarantee the technical availability, accuracy, veracity, validity or 

legality of sites outside its property that can be accessed through links. 

CoworkBees does not assume responsibility for the damages that may be caused by the access, use, 

quality or legality of the contents, communications, opinions, products and services of the websites 

not managed by CoworkBees and that are linked on this Website.  

The User or third party who makes a hyperlink from a web page of another, different website to the 

CoworkBees Web Site should know that: 

- The reproduction - totally or partially - of any of the Contents and / or Services of 

CoworkBees is not allowed without its prior written authorization; 

- No false, inaccurate or incorrect statement is also allowed on the Website, nor on its 

Contents and / or Services. 

With the exception of the hyperlink, the website on which said hyperlink is established will not 

contain any element of the Website protected as intellectual property by the Spanish legal system, 

unless prior written authorization from CoworkBees. 

The inclusion of the hyperlink does not imply the existence of relations between CoworkBees and the 

owner of the site from which it is made, nor the knowledge and acceptance of CoworkBees of the 

contents, services and / or activities offered on said website, and vice versa.  

Registrations from Facebook®, LinkedIn®, Twitter®, or any other social network in this app can 

display content that is not under the control of CoworkBees. 

Although the App tries to provide links only to third-party sites and applications that comply with 

applicable laws and regulations and CoworkBees regulations, the User must understand that 

CoworkBees has no control over the nature and content of those sites and is not recommending 

these sites, the information they contain or the products or services of third parties. 

CoworkBees accepts no responsibility for the content of a third-party site for which there is a 

hypertext link and offers no guarantee (explicit or implicit) regarding the content of the information 

on those sites, as it does not recommend these sites. 

The User must verify the Terms and Conditions, Legal and Privacy Policy sections of some other 

CoworkBees sites or of a third party with which it is linked.  

CoworkBees assumes no responsibility for direct, indirect or consequential loss for the use of a third-

party site. 

11.  PUBLICATION OF CONTENT BY THE USER 

In his publications, the member undertakes to respect the rules of Netiquette (rules of good conduct 

of the Internet) and the rules of law in force. 

By way of example, and in no case limiting or excluding, the User undertakes to: 
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- Do not introduce or disseminate content or propaganda of a racist, xenophobic, 

pornographic nature, of advocacy of terrorism or that threaten human rights. 

- Do not introduce or disseminate on the network data programs (viruses and harmful 

software) that may cause damage to the computer systems of the access provider, its 

suppliers or third-party users of the Internet network. 

- Not to disseminate, transmit or make available to third parties any type of information, 

element or content that undermines fundamental rights and public freedoms recognized 

constitutionally and in international treaties. 

- Not to disseminate, transmit or make available to third parties any type of information, 

element or content that constitutes unlawful or unfair advertising. 

- Do not transmit unsolicited or authorized advertising, advertising material, "junk mail", 

"chain letters", "pyramid structures", or any other form of solicitation, except in those areas 

(such as commercial spaces) that have been exclusively conceived for it. 

- Do not introduce or disseminate any false, ambiguous or inaccurate information and content 

in a way that misleads the recipients of the information. 

- Do not impersonate other users using their registration keys to the different Services and / 

or Contents of the Website, as of third parties. 

- Not to disseminate, transmit or make available to third parties any type of information, 

element or content that involves a violation of intellectual and industrial property rights, 

patents, trademarks or copyright that correspond to the holders of the Portals or to third 

parties. 

- Not to disseminate, transmit or make available to third parties any type of information, 

element or content that involves a violation of the secrecy of communications and personal 

data legislation. 

CoworkBees can exercise a moderation on the publications and reserves the right to block them, 

even block a User, without having to justify it to the User. 

The content provided by the User may be at any time and for any reason, deleted or modified by the 

administrator of the Website, without prior notice. 

Any content published by the User is his sole responsibility. The User undertakes not to put online 

content that may affect the interests of third parties. Any legal action filed by an injured third party 

will be borne by the user. 

The User remains the owner of all his intellectual property rights. But by posting on the Website, he 

provides CoworkBees with the non-exclusive and free right to represent, reproduce, adapt, modify, 

distribute and distribute his publication, directly or by an authorized third party, on the Website, on 

the Internet and on the social networks.  

CoworkBees undertakes to include the User's name in each use of his publication. 

The information collected during the Website Services surveys will remain anonymous with respect 

to its publication but will be known by the CoworkBees team and the User will have access to the 

result upon request. The information provided by the user sending opinions or suggestions are not 

anonymous.  
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12.  RIGHT OF EXCLUSION 

CoworkBees reserves the right to deny or withdraw access to the Website and / or the Services 

offered without prior notice, at its own request or from a third party, to those Users who breach 

these T&C. 

13.  APPLICABLE LAW AND COMPETENT JURISDICTION 

The current legislation on the protection of personal information is that of Regulation 2016/679 of 

the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 and the Spanish Law 3/2018 of 

December 5th, regarding the Protection of Personal Data and guarantee of digital rights. 

The relationship between the User and CoworkBees are governed by current regulations and is 

applicable in Spain. Should any dispute arise in relation to the interpretation and / or application of 

these T&C, the parties will expressly submit, waiving any other jurisdictional rights to which they may 

be entitled, to the Courts and Tribunals of Madrid. 

For any question relating to the application of these T&C, you can contact CoworkBees at the details 

provided in paragraph 1. 

Last update: 1st of August 2019 

 

 


